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ARECKONING
FORTHEUS–AND
ITSPRESIDENT
Mass protests are forcing the United States to confront its
racial history, in what could be the defining moment of the
2020 presidential election

Suzanne Lynch
WashingtonCorrespndent
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emorial Day is traditionally the
start of summer in the US, a time
when Americans look to the
long, sunny days ahead and head
to parks and beaches. But for George Floyd,
the last Monday in May had a very different
outcome.
The 46-year-old man took his last
breaths as he lay on the side of a curb in Minneapolis. Video footage filmed by a passerby captured the shocking scene of a
white police officer pressing his knee into
Floyd’sneck as he begged for his life, repeating the words “I can’t breathe” until his
body grew lifeless. His alleged crime was to
use a counterfeit ¤20 bill in a grocery store.
He paid for it with his life.
Within days, America had plunged into
turmoil. Protests, which began in the
mid-western city of Minneapolis, soon
spread nationwide. By last weekend,
thousands of people had taken to the

streets. Curfews were imposed on cities
from coast to coast. More than 20 states deployed the National Guard to back up police, as mostly peaceful protests slipped into
violence. Buildings were attacked and businesses looted.
From New York, to Chicago and Los Angeles, America’s deep wounds of racial and
social inequality erupted with a ferocity that
few saw coming. In normal times, this
would call for a moment of leadership. But
the presidency of Donald Trump is anything but normal.
Every US president has their crises. For
George W Bush it was 9/11 and Hurricane
Katrina; Bill Clinton was faced with the
Oklahoma bombing during his presidency.
The financial crisis of 2009-2010 dominated Barack Obama’s first term.
Trump is now facing the most dramatic
scenes of social unrest since the civil rights
and anti-Vietnam War marches of the
1960s.
While most presidents would seek to unify the nation, Trump turned to the impulse
that has been the guiding force of his presidency – division. After reading prepared remarks sympathising with Floyd, he politicised the crisis, branding the protesters as
“radical left, looters and thugs”, and linking
thischaracterisation to his Democraticelection rival, Joe Biden.
Casting himself as the “president of law
and order”, he presented the scenes unfolding on America’s streets as an us-versus-them narrative, arguing that those

protesting were a threat to the American
way of life, and that a vote for Biden would
be a vote for chaos.
This narrative of the enemy within culminated on Monday night when his administration ordered police to turn on US citizens
as they protested peacefully outside the
White House.
In extraordinary scenes, Trump and his
entourage left the White House compound
by foot and marched across Lafayette
Square. Minutes earlier, police on horseback had forcibly removed the peaceful protesters, so that Trump could appear before
St John’s Episcopal Church.
As he held up a Bible and posed for pictures, US citizens came under attack by
their own police force nearby. The fictional
American carnage that Trump had vowed
to end in his inauguration speech was now
unfolding around him.
Butevenas the presidentbathed in the defiance of the moment, uncertainty began to
set in, as church leaders and commentators
blasted his photo op outside the church.
As the week went on, dissent grew. Most
Republicans on Capitol Hill scurried away
when pressed by reporters for their views.
Republican senator Lisa Murkowski said
she would “struggle” to vote for Trump in
November. Defence secretary Mark Esper
said he disagreed with Trump’s threat to deploy the US army to states across America.
His predecessor, James Mattis, a respected
four-star general, excoriated the president.
Trump’s presidency is now facing a
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reckoning over America’s racial history,
amid mass protests, five months before a
presidential election.
Over the past 3½ years, something of the
essence of Trump’s remarkable political
success has been lost in the relentless dysfunction and chaos. Lies, attacks on the media, friendly exchanges with Kim Jong-un,
the suggestion that ingesting bleach could
combat a novel coronavirus, and an endless
list of outrageous pronouncements and actions by the businessman-turned-leader of
the free world have clouded what is a very
simple fact: that much of the success ofDonald Trump was based on racism.
Though Trump in 2016 expressed legitimate economic grievances among white
working-class Americans about trade policy, much of his success was a reaction to the
presidency of Obama, the first African-American president.
Trump’s promulgation of the birther theory that Obama was not born in America,
his subsequentintroduction of aban on travel from some Muslim-majority countries
and edict thatfour American congresswomen of colour should “go back” to their countries, have been a constant drumbeat
throughout his political career.
The president is not solely to blame. His
instinctive ability to play to the lowest common denominator and appeal to people’s
worst rather than best instincts is his skill as
a politician and communicator.
To really understand the race protests
that have erupted in these past weeks, one
needs to go back much further. The events
ofthe past fewweeks have crystallisedsomething that has been a long time coming,
stretching back to the original sin of
America.
TheDeepSouth
Ten hours’ drive south from Washington
DC, through the southern states of Virginia,
and North and South Carolina, a sign reads:
“Welcome to Georgia.” This is the Deep
South.
Just over the South Carolina border, lies
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Trump’s instinctive ability
to play to the lowest
common denominator and
appeal to people’s worst
rather than best instincts is
his skill as a politician and
communicator
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the city of Augusta. Famous for the golf
course on the edge of the town, the city has a
grittier edge than the greens and azaleas of
Augusta National evoke.
Like many US cities, the downtown area
has seen better days. As Georgia’s second
biggest city, Augusta experienced the
“white flight” of the 1950s and 1960s, which
saw many white families fleeing to the suburbs, establishing a geographical racial divide that still exists.
The main thoroughfare has hints of
“southern charm”. Faded shop windows
and restaurants line the sleepy streets,
which have been markedly affected by the
recentcoronavirus lockdown, though Georgia was one of the first states to reopen under Republican governor Brian Kemp.
But the city also speaks of a commerce in
a different time. The Savannah river that
meanders along the edge of the town, all the
way to the port city of Savannah, was once a
bustling trade route. As the old warehouses
that still stand along the river banks indicate, its main commodity was cotton.
Following the invention of the cotton gin
in Georgia in the late 18th century, cotton
production took off in the south. Georgia
was soon the nation’s biggest producer,
powered by a massive slave population.
Plantations developed across the rich, fertile land of Georgia, built on the servitude of
African-Americans. For every white-pillared, manicured house that dots the lush
southern landscape of Georgia today, there
are remnants of a parallel history – the slave
blocks in Savannah and Augusta, where
slaves are believed to have been bought and
sold.
For every Confederate monument –
there are more than 170 across the state –
slave stories and songs exist, telling another
version of the past. The white-washed version of plantation life glorified in Gone With
the Wind, a film set in Georgia, is no more
than an epic romance built on Hollywood
dreams.
Here in Augusta, the protests that have
rocked America have made their way to the
dusty streets. “I’m happy to say that we’ve
had four protests, and they’ve all been
peaceful,” says Augusta’s African-American mayor Hardie Davis jnr as he reflects on
the demonstrations that have rocked the
state capital, Atlanta, 200km away.
With the death of George Floyd, however, “we have reached a tipping point in
America,” he says.
Like many African-American leaders, he
worries about whatcomes next. “If we’re going to protest, we have to protest with purpose . . . we have to come together for real
change,” he says. “Part of what is being lost
in this conversation as people protest
across the country is the challenge of what
is the end result, what is the end goal?”
He says that while race relations have

■ From top left: Protesters march during
a demonstration in Atlanta, Georgia; A
woman with ‘BLM’ written on her cheek
poses during a demonstration in Atlanta.
Donald Trump holds a bible as he stands
outside St John’s Episcopal Church in
Washington. Flowers and signs are left
near a makeshift memorial to George
Floyd near the spot where he died while
in custody of the Minneapolis police.
PHOTOGRAPHS: ERIK S LESSER/EPA, ELIJAH
NOUVELAGE/GETTY IMAGES, DOUG MILLS/THE NEW
YORK TIMES, KEREM YUCEL/AFP

improved in Augusta – the city has a 58 per
cent African-American population – cases
such as George Floyd’s reveal the deeper biases that still exist.
“Many people perceive progress in terms
of race as simply electing more black people,” he says.
“The election of Barack Obama – not
once but twice – in my mind allowed us to
take a step forward, in making it known that
African-Americans are capable of holding
the highest offices in this land, can lead a nation,not just cities and states. But many people then thought, ‘well we’ve solved the race
issue in this country’. And that’s just not
true. These things can’t be once-offs. There
has to be structural change.”
Racialinequality
More than 50 years after the death of Georgia native Martin Luther King, it is clear
that America is far from the land of racial
equality he envisioned. Just a few hours
south of Augusta, a 26-year-old unarmed
black jogger Ahmaud Arbery was shot dead
on a Sunday afternoon in February. Three
white men have been charged, and their trial began this week.
Data shows that race is still the biggest indicator of social and economic health in the
US.
Though the gap has narrowed in recent
years, black people are twice as likely as
white people to be unemployed – a discrepancy accentuated by the coronavirus pandemic, which has disproportionately affected the black community, who tend to have
less secure jobs and poor health coverage.
Racial inequality is also endemic in the
criminaljustice system. From the racialprofiling that was exposed so graphically by
Floyd’s death, to the disproportionately
high number of African-American men in
prison,institutionalised racism exists at every stage in the criminal justice system.
According to writer and academic Michelle Alexander, black men have been admitted to prison on drug charges at rates 20
to 50 times greater than white men in some
Continuedonpage2
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BLACKGRIEF,
WHITEPRIVILEGE

■ A protest rally on the anniversary of
the shooting of Patrick Dorismond who
was killed in Manhattan 20 years ago by
undercover police officers who had
assumed he was a drug dealer.
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In 2016, white America elected a racist president. That privilege comes at a cost for a country
where organised, official, structural violence has long been deeply embedded

Fintan O’Toole

T

wenty years ago, I was living in
New York and working as a drama
critic for the Daily News. I used to
walk most mornings across Manhattan to the paper’s office on the west side
of the island.
On March 16th, 2000, I saw some police
tape outside the Wakamba, a cocktail
lounge on Eighth Avenue, but didn’t think
much of it. Only later in the day did I hear
that a 26 year-old-man, Patrick Dorismond,
had been shot dead there in the early hours
of the morning. In that foolish way the mind
has of making events that happen on familiar territory seem more important, I paid a
lot of attention to this killing.
Dorismond had finished work in the
club, where he was a security guard. He was
standing outside waiting for a cab. A man
approached him and asked him to sell him
some drugs. (Witness reports varied as to
whether he asked for marijuana or crack.)
Dorismond got angry at the assumption
that a black man standing on the street
must be a drug dealer. He shouted: “What
are you doing, asking me for that shit?”
There was some pushing and shoving. Another man then stepped forward and shot
Patrick once in the chest at very close
range.
The man who fired the shot and the man
who asked Patrick fordrugs were undercover New York Police Department (NYPD) officers. They were trying to entrap him. He
was young and black, and they assumed he
was a dealer.
Since they were never tried, it is not clear
how much the killing owed to deliberation,
how much to anger at being challenged,

how much to panic. What was indisputable
was that Patrick Dorismond was entirely innocent and that he was dead because of the
colour of his skin.
In itself, this was hardly a revelation.
When I’d first arrived in New York three
years earlier, a black man, Abner Louima,
had been tortured and raped with a broomstick by a police officer in Brooklyn. The story ran for a long time because one of my colleagues on the Daily News, Mike McAlary,
investigated it relentlessly, and the officers
involved were tried and jailed.
Just three weeks before the killing of
Dorismond, four NYPD officers had been
acquitted of the killing of another young
black man, Amadou Diallo, whom they shot
19 times as he stood outside his apartment
block in the Bronx. They claimed to have
mistaken his wallet, which he presumably
took out to show his identification, for a
gun.
It was not, then, that I was unaware of the
basic fact that police officers killed young,
unarmed black men and generally got away
with it. But what happened after Dorismond’s violent death was, to me, staggering.
The mayor of New York at the time was
Rudi Giuliani. He was not yet either the heroic figure he became after 9/11 or the
half-mad sidekick of Donald Trump he is
now.But he was an extremely successful rising politician, a Republican who was dominating a Democratic city.
Giulianicalled a pressconference. I genuinely thought he was going to say what a
tragedy Dorismond’s death was and how
sorry he felt for his mother. It seemed unlikely he would address the racism that was
at the heart of the killing, but he would surely at least acknowledge the seriousness of
police officers shooting an innocent man on
the streets of his city for no good reason.
Instead, Giuliani launched an all-out attack on the victim. When he was 13, Dorismond had been in a fight with another kid
over a dropped quarter and had been
charged (as black kids in minor incidents
are) with robbery and assault. Because he
was a juvenile, the records of this charge

had been sealed by the courts.
But Giuliani simply tossed aside this
court order and used the incident to show,
as he put it, that Patrick was “no altar boy”.
The clear implication was that he deserved
to be shot down on the street by undercover
cops who assumed he must be a drug dealer.
Dorismondhad in fact literally been an altar boy. He had gone to the same Catholic
school that Giuliani had attended, Bishop
Loughlin Memorial High in Brooklyn. If his
name had been Patrick O’Dowd or Patrizio
D’Angelo,his death would have been a terrible event. Giuliani would have visited his
parents and wept with them over their lost
son.
But here he was openly and unlawfully
smearing the dead man, implying that he

‘‘

White people look to
the cops to protect
them from violence; black
people fear violence from
the cops
got what was coming to him. There was one
reason for this and one reason only: racism.
And this was fine. Giuliani went on to be
“America’s mayor”. Patrick Dorismond
was nobody.
I realised that my shock at what Giuliani
was doing was a mark of my naivety and ignorance. The term forthat naivety and ignorance is white privilege.
That summer, we were in the lift in the
apartment building we lived in. There was a
black lady with her son, who was the same
age as my pearly white son. The school holidays had begun, but this boy had his school
backpack on. My wife said, “Oh, are you going to school?” The lady had him turn
around to show that the bag said United Nations School. “It’s safer,” she said, as if explaining the obvious to slow learners, “if
people think he’s a rich black kid than if
they think he’s a poor black kid.”
Everybody in a big city is alert to threat.
But for black people there is the danger, not

David
McWilliams

outlook of the electorate and, moreover,
the underlying strength of the country and
its institutions, not to mention the deep
social cohesion and social capital that
exists in Ireland.
Could these strengths evaporate,
leaving us exposed? That is unlikely. It is
more likely that these very strengths will
be the launchpad for the recovery.

I

Economicbogeyman
The 1980s is the economic bogeyman for a
generation of analysts whose world view
was framed by the Irish 1980s economic
catastrophe and particularly fiscal incontinence. They are still obsessed with government deficits, which might be a charitable
explanation as to why they all missed the
biggest credit/housing, boom/bust
meltdown in European economic history
happening under their noses.
Government deficits always fall when
the private sector is spending, and government deficits always rise when the private
sector is not spending. Right now it’s not
just that the private sector isn’t spending –
it is not allowed to spend.
Therefore, savings rates have gone
through the roof. This is pent-up demand,
which will be spent fulsomely when this
pandemic lifts. The current government
deficit is the consequence of “pandession”,
not the cause.
The 1980s was a very different economy.
We will not return to it. In the 1980s
Ireland was a backward country, economically and socially. We were experiencing
high levels of inflation, with an independent currency that was fixed to the deutsche
mark. Interest rates were at 15 per cent
and above. The country was also running a
perennial current account deficit, driven
partly by the huge fiscal deficit.

We won’t have
a 1980s-style
recession

t is difficult to be confident about the
future when our rate of unemployment is 25 per cent, the State’s budget
deficit is massive, and geo-politically
the streets of the US, our most important
investment partner, are in flames. But
there are grounds for optimism.
At the moment people are traumatised.
Trauma tends to shorten time horizons. In
a crisis we stop thinking about the future
and focus on the here-and-now. Tomorrow
becomes today. However, it is important to
see beyond this emergency, and appreciate that the economy was vibrant in
March. That economy has not died. It
remains in “virus-imposed” hibernation.
We can waken it.
Unfortunately there is a tendency to
catastrophise when we are in an emergen-

cy, but now is no time for indulging fear – it
is a time for thinking clearly.
It’s easy to muddy the waters by lurching for clichés. The most ridiculous cliché
doing the rounds now is that Ireland is
marching back to the 1980s and a recession similar to the one that affected the
country then. This is not the case.
Ireland of the 1980s and Ireland of the
2020s are utterly different. We are talking
Mars and Venus here, not just in terms of
income, but in the structure of the economy, the education and wealth level of the
people, the capital base, technological
expertise, the skillset of the workforce, the
savings rate of the middle class, the
vibrancy and the mix among various
sectors, entrepreneurial appetite, the
skilled immigrant population, the social

just of arbitrary violence, but of a violence
thatis not arbitrary atall. It is structured, organised and enforced. It manifests itself
mostly in poverty and inequality. But also in
two simple realities.
White people look to the cops to protect
them from violence; black people fear violence from the cops. And while a white person killed by cops is a tragedy, a black victim
deserved it, if not for what was going on at
that moment, then for thestain of criminality that cannot be washed out of his skin.
Black victims can be doubly annihilated –
killed and smeared – with impunity.
Maybe, if you were black, you might have
thought that the advent of the mobile
phone and social media would change
things. White people seeing real-time footage, again and again, of black men being
killed by cops, would finally experience the
shock of recognition: this is what racism
looks like. But no. In 2016, with image after
image of killing after killing in their heads,
white people elected a president who had
spentdecadespromoting openly racist causes, most recently the theory that Barack
Obama was not really an American.
Trump calls white supremacists “good
people”. But even for those who are not on
the far right, he offers the comfort of denial:
there is no such thing as white privilege. It is
all just political correctness. Blacks are to
blame for their own oppression – the same
message Trump’s sidekick Giuliani was giving 20 years ago.
The irony in this is that there could be no
greater expression of white privilege than
the freedom to vote for an incendiary racist
in the knowledge that he will only be racist
about other people, whose skin has more
melanin than yours.
But that privilege comes at a cost. It can,
in the end, be purchased only by violence.
That organised, official, structural violence
is deeply embedded in the history of the
United States. Sometimes it is occluded.
Trump, his party and his supporters have
let it loose. Americans see, yet again, what it
looks like.
In the word he urged on state governors
this week, it looks like domination.

‘‘

The most ridiculous cliché
doing the rounds now is
that Ireland is marching
back to the 1980s – and a
recession similar to the one
that affected the country
then

The financial markets, on whom we
depended to cover this current account
deficit, never believed that such a fragile
country could withstand shocks to the
system. Therefore ,the markets charged a
risk premium to hold Irish government
debt. The effect of this could be seen in
constant downward pressure on the
currency and upwards pressure on
interest rates.
In addition, there was the not insignificant factor of a guerrilla war on the island,
which obviously did not reassure investors
who ran the real risk of having their
executives kidnapped.
And of course this was all before
globalisation revolutionised our capital
base, and tied us into the world as a trading
island. At the time we were over-dependent on the UK, meaning that movements in
sterling had an exaggerated impact on the
credibility of our exchange rate commitment.
All these contradictions between our

states. Many blame the 1994 crime Bill
introduced during the Clinton administration, which cracked down on crime
and ultimately led to a periodof mass incarceration in America.
But despite the bleak picture on race
relations, there are also signs of
change. Georgia is at the centre of a vibrant movement to increase minority
voter participation in elections, an issue that could have a profound impact
on November’s presidential election.
Gerrymandering along racial lines is
alive and well in the US. Many egregious examples have reached the supreme court.
In 2016, federal judges ruled that
North Carolina lawmakers had racially
gerrymandered districts when they redrewa congressional map in 2011. Similar cases have emerged in Texas, Wisconsin and elsewhere.
The political ramifications are crucial – because most African-Americans
vote Democrat the racial politics of voting rights can have a bearing on elections.
Stacey Abrams, an African-Americanwoman who narrowly lost the Georgia governor’s race to Kemp in 2018,
has spearheaded a campaign to improve voting access in the state. She argues that the Republican leadership in
the state has suppressed the votes of
hundreds of thousands of people by
making it more difficult to vote – either
by purging names from the electoral
register, making people queue for
more than four hours, or introducing
overly onerous voting ID requirements.
Electionday
Back in Washington, states such as
Georgia are being watched closely as
election day approaches.
Recent polls suggest that Trump
may face the fight of his life on November 3rd. A Monmouth University poll
this week showed Biden ahead by 11
points nationally – a lead that has been
steadily increasing in recent months.
While both election campaigns are
focusing on swing states such as Florida, Ohio and Pennsylvania that traditionallymake or break elections, Democrats are quietly hopeful that other
states may be in reach. One of those is
Georgia.
Some believe the electorally-important red state – reliably Republican for
decades – could turn blue in November’s election.
The outcome is not just dependent
on a higher turnout by minorities. Republican strategists are now deeply
worried about the suburbs of Atlanta.
The upmarket neighbourhood of
Buckhead, Atlanta, with its Jimmy

Choo stores and SUVs, was traditionally solid Republican territory. But it,
along with the neighbouring Cobb
County and Gwinnett County, voted
Democrat in the 2018 mid-term
election.
Polling shows that many moderate
Republicans – particularly women – are
increasingly uncomfortable with the
party under Donald Trump. Many believe that the 2020 election could be
won or lost in suburbs such as these –
from Atlanta, to Phoenix, to Dallas.
Anincreasingly worried Trump campaign is ramping-up its focus on these
new swing states. Vice-president Mike
Pence visited Georgia twice in recent
weeks. As well as its 16 electoral college
voters, two senate seats currently held
by Republicans are on the ballot and
could be in doubt.
With the election still five months
away, a lot can change, and Trump has
a formidable war chest and social media campaign strategy.
Nonetheless, Trump’s increasingly
erratic behaviour – from his poor handling of the pandemic, to his wild allegations that a prominent TV host was involved ina murder,to this week’s militarisation of America’s streets – is alienating many except his core base.
Biden may not be the perfect candidate – his recent “You ain’t black” commentto ahigh-profileradio presenterillustrates his challenges in appealing to
young black voters, for example – but
the current crisis plays to his strengths
such as natural empathy and decency

‘‘

Trump’s
increasingly
erratic behaviour is
alienating many except
his core base
in the eyes of many people. With most
Americans outside Trump’s core base
exhausted by 3½ years of his presidency, many will vote Democrat, whoever
the candidate. The desire for someone
who can steady the ship may be enough
to get people to the polls.
Whether the current racial and social turmoil will become the defining
moment of this campaign remains to
be seen. But there was a sharp contrast
this week between the responses of
Trump and Biden, who delivered a gracious speech in Philadelphia City Hall
this week calling for leadership and
unity.
The election of Donald Trump in
2016 was at some level a reaction to the
election of the first African-American
president, but the pendulum always
swings back. This week’s events could
well mark the moment Trump lost the
2020 election.

■ A man holds up a sign near a burning building during protests in
Minneapolis, Minnesota. PHOTOGRAPH: SCOTT OLSON/GETTY IMAGES

stated commitments – such as purporting
to follow Germany but in reality trading
with the UK, or claiming to be a hard
currency but running Argentine-style
budget deficit levels, or trying to grow
when the economy was blighted by
double-digit interest rates – undermined
credibility. Fragility was evidenced by
constant capital flight and its local counterpart, large-scale tax evasion.
All the while the tax base shrank, and
more and more tax had to be raised by a
smaller and smaller tax base. This implied
extremely high marginal rates of taxation.
The miracle is not that the currency fell
against the deutsche mark by 31 per cent
over the course of the 1980s, but that it
didn’t fall more.
The consequences of this were high
levels of unemployment, which peaked at
17 per cent in 1986, but rarely dipped
under 15 per cent.
Another consequence was emigration.
Gross emigration in the 1980s was approximately 450,000. It seems like almost
everyone in our housing estate left Ireland
at some point in the 1980s. Contrast that
with aggregate net inward migration for
Ireland of 109,600 from 2015-2019.
Rampant inflation was a hallmark of the
early 1980s in Ireland, hitting a peak of
20.4 per cent in 1981. In contrast, the
annual rate of inflation stood at 0.9 per
cent in 2019. Economic growth of a much
poorer country was running way below
anything seen in recent years. Pre-Covid
unemployment was 5 per cent, way below
the 15 per cent of the 1980s.
Our budget deficits were out of whack
with our neighbours in the 1980s; today
most of the world is borrowing. We now
have a massive current account surplus.
We no longer have our own currency (and

if we did it would be strong).
We can avail of the supply of savings of
the entire euro zone at interest rates that
are not like the 15 per cent that prevailed
in the 1980s but at 0 per cent. In contrast
with the capital flight of the 1980s, the
ECB this week again declared that as much
money as necessary is available to the
country. This liquidity comes on top of the
currency account surplus, meaning there’s
ample capital here.
Lazyandinaccurate
The comparisons with the 1980s don’t
stand up to any analysis. They are lazy and
inaccurate, and are terrifying people when
there is no need for any more fear. A large
budget deficit is precisely the right policy
for now. It is not a sign of weakness but a
sign of strength.
We need to do more. The State should
also shore up the balance sheets of small
companies to prevent unnecessary
bankruptcy. To this end it should issue a
perpetual bond and use the money raised
to drop money into the accounts of SMEs
that are exposed, and in hospitality and
tourism in particular. Saving SMEs needs
to be at the heart and soul of policy.
We are faced with a needless credit
crunch. You fix a credit crunch with
money. The cost of this will be much less
than the cost of mass bankruptcies caused
by the credit crunch, brought about not by
bad business but by our aim to protect the
State’s ICUs from Covid.
The ghost of the 1980s needs to be slain
to allow us to face the 2020s with confidence. For those still warning about the
1980s, in the face of overwhelming
evidence, let me use an expression common around our estate back then: “Snap
out of it!”
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THEDARKSIDE
OFAMERICAN
HEALTHCARE

■ From top, patients attend the Remote

Area Medical Clinic, which treats the
poorest in the US; Stephanie Jefferson
and Tyunga Ruffin at the pop-up clinic in
Greensville County High School; and Earl
and Anita Thorpe waiting to be seen by
volunteering medical professionals.
PHOTOGRAPHS: SUZANNE LYNCH

At pop-up clinics staffed by volunteers, those left behind by an
inequitable system form long queues to be treated free of charge

Suzanne Lynch
inEmporia,Virginia

I

t’s shortly after 5.30am on Saturday,
and on the outskirts of the small town
of Emporia in rural Virginia, it is still
the black of night. Outside the Greensville County High School, the inky shadows of people begin to come into view as
the first specks of dawn creep into the sky.
They stand together quietly in small
groups, some wearing blankets. Many
have been waiting here for hours.
They are here to attend the Remote
Area Medical Clinic, a mobile facility that
provides free healthcare to those in need.
This weekend’s clinic is only one taking
place across the country – a similar clinic is
accepting patients about 1,200km west in
rural Tennessee. But the aim is the same:
to deliver dental, vision and other specialist care to those who have been locked out
of the US’s punishing healthcare system.
Glancing at the groups of people who
are waiting patiently for the doors to open
at 6am is like looking at a slice of American
life – here are the poor and marginalised,
from all races and backgrounds, the dark
underbelly of the American dream.
Many have been here since the previous
afternoon, sleeping in their cars in the assigned parking lot, to make sure they get a
space in line.
The clinic, which has been running
pop-up medical facilities since 1985 across
the US, operates the same system in each
location. Patients are permitted to queue
in assigned parking places from midnight
the previous evening. At 3am officials begin distributing tickets, and at 6am clinic
doors open, with patients called in chronological order according to their ticket
numbers.

Earl and Anita Thorpe are among those
waiting outside the front door of the school
for their numbers to be called. They arrived at the parking lot just after 11.30pm
the previous evening and slept in their car.
“Last year we got here at 10 minutes to
midnight and parked where we found a
space, but we were quite a way from the
parking lot so we were like No 175,” says
Anita as she listens out for her number.
“This year we got one of the first tickets.”
She is here for vision care, while her husband Earl is here to get some dental work
done. Anita is proudly sporting a “Grace
Community Fellowship” T-shirt, a reference to her local church. That’s where she
first heard about the clinic. She says the
care she received last year, when she first
visited for dental work, was essential.
“I don’t know what we would have done
without the clinic. It’s a good system. They
treat you and don’t ask questions. They
just give you the help you need.”
Pop-upclinic
Inside, the school buildings and yards have
been subdivided and arranged into a makeshift healthcare facility. The centrepiece is
the gym hall, which has been converted
into a communal dental surgery. Modern
dental chairs and cleaning facilities are set
up in this sterilised area, where a small
army of dental practitioners are ready for
the first patients of the morning. Among
the services offered are dental cleanings,
fillings and extractions as well as dental
X-rays. Some patients only have a few
teeth left. Others are using it as an
opportunity to get a niggling tooth problem seen to.
Stephanie Jefferson and her friend
Tyunga Ruffin were among the first in line,
having arrived at the school car park at
4pm the previous day.
The women, who were among the first
in the door after their numbers were called
shortly after 6am, receive an initial consultation and are then sent to the triage station, where their weight, blood pressure
and other measurements are taken. The
triage work is being undertaken by pharmacists and pharmacy students, many of
whom have travelled that morning from
Virginia’s capital, Richmond, about 80km

(50 miles) away. These include
fourth-year pharmacy students Leighton
Thumm and Taylor Ferguson, who are
dealing with Stephanie and Tyunga. One
of the big tests is for cholesterol and diabetes. Stephanie and Tyunga are given the
all-clear, then directed to the dental and vision sections, the real purpose of their visit.
Optometry services are the second most
popular services after dental. As he awaits
his first patient of the day in one of the darkened classrooms that are functioning as an
eye clinic, Eric Luntz explains why he has
come here for the weekend. The
31-year-old eye doctor has come all the way
from Connecticut. He learned about the
clinic through Vosh, a New York-based association that provides vision services to
patients in need.
Like all the other healthcare professionals, he is not getting paid, but says the experience is hugely fulfilling. “It sounds like a
cliche but I enjoy giving back. It is nice to
be able just to do optometry – not to have to
worry about money and billing patients,
but instead just focus on the work.”
Money is not something that comes up
here at the clinic. It receives no taxpayer
money but is instead entirely funded by private donations. “About 74 per cent come
from individual donors, the remaining 26
per cent from corporations or foundations,” says Jeremy Writt a fundraising
and communications specialist for the clinic. “It comes from people who are compelled to give, who want to support our mission, which is to prevent pain and alleviate suffering, whatever your circumstances.”
Foundingmission
That was the founding mission of Stan
Brock, the philanthropist who founded the
Remote Area Medical Volunteer Corps in
1985. The idea to establish pop-up clinics
derived from Brock’s own experience.
While living in a remote area of Guyana in
South America, he suffered an injury, but
the nearest medical care available was a
26-day journey away. He then discovered
that many of the local tribes had been almost wiped out because of a lack of access
to medical care. But the focus of the
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I don’t know what we would
have done without the
clinic. It’s a good system.
They treat you and don’t
ask questions. They just
give you the help you need
Anita and Earl Thorpe, above

organisation soon switched closer to
home.
“The original plan was to focus on
developing countries but we quickly realised that there were people here in America dealing with so-called ‘third world’ access to healthcare,” says Writt. The first
clinic was established in rural Tennessee
in a poor area in the foot of the Appalachians. Last year the organisation ran 61 domestic and 16 international clinics.
Part of its ethos is a no-ask policy. Patients are never asked to produce documentation or papers when they present
themselves. Is this policy to ensure that undocumented immigrants have access to
the services?
“No, the policy is not based on immigrants, it’s based on the ethos, which is
that people should get quality service
whether they paid something for it or not. I
don’t need to know your name, or where
you come from or where you were born to
help you alleviate that suffering. We’re essentially neighbours trying to help neighbours so that people can live productive
lives and not be shackled by whatever medical ailment they have.”
While the clinic’s ethos is one of meritocracy and healthcare provision for all, it stays
away from politics, and says it is a nonpolitical organisation.
Nonetheless, the very existence of clinics such as these throws into stark relief
America’s healthcare system which, despite Obamacare, continues to lock out millions of Americans who can’t afford health
insurance or who fall between the cracks
in coverage.
Despite the enactment of then president Barack Obama’s Affordable Care Act
in 2010, much of the provision of healthcare in the United States is determined at
state level. Here in Virginia, for example,
the state legislature has refused to expand
Medicaid – the federal system that offers
healthcare to low-income people. Moreover, several Republican-controlled states –
backed by the Trump administration – are
challenging Obamacare in court and

scored a significant victory earlier this
year when a Texan court ruled that the Act
was unconstitutional.
On this Saturday morning in Emporia,
the inequities of the system are evident everywhere. Many of the patients here, for example, have Medicaid – the federal health
programme for people without private
health insurance – but this doesn’t include
dental coverage.
Others are denied full coverage from
other state programmes. Sam (65) and his
wife, Cindy, are here mainly to get her badly needed dental work. Sam served in the
US military, including in Vietnam briefly,
and receives the veterans’ healthcare
package.
But the coverage is basic, he says. “They
quoted me $170 [¤152] for a tooth extraction,” he says incredulously in his soft
southern accent. “We can’t afford that, especially when she needs three or four and
maybe more work,” he says, pointing to his
wife, her face streaked with worry and
pain as she waits to be seen.
But while the clinic may be reluctant to
talk politics, many of the patients gathered
here are not.
Many of the clinics operate in lower socio-economic regions – areas of the country that voted for Donald Trump in 2016.
Earl and Anita Thorpe, who I meet in
the queue, are proud Trump supporters.
They’re not alone.
This is despite the fact that the Trump
administration is fighting the Affordable
Care Act in the courts and failed to repeal
and replace Obamacare – a key election
pledge – in 2017.
One 79-year-old woman tells me that
she’s a big fan of the president. “I think
he’s one of the best we’ve ever had, and I
can remember as far back as Roosevelt.”
Like others she learned about the clinic
through her local church. She says she
read a book on Donald Trump that helped
her better understand the president. “His
heart is in the right place,” she says, noting
that his mother used to read Bible stories
to him as a child. “I believe God prepared
him through her years ago.”
In particular, she supports his policy on
immigration. “I don’t see how we can handle all of these people coming over. If they
came in legally, that would be one thing. A
lot of people talk about the children, but I
have learned that the parents are renting
these children out to the drug cartels to get
them across the border. The Democrats
too have just gone crazy.”
As for next year’s election – where medical care is likely to be a key policy issue for
voters – she is 100 per cent sure she will
vote for Trump.
“I think he’s done a lot for our country. I
really do,” she says, despite the fact that
she is waiting in line for free medical care.
“I mean none of us are perfect, and he has
his faults like everybody does. But he’s going to get my vote.”
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Stephen
Collins

Sinn Féin’s share of the vote was down
almost seven percentage points on the last
Westminster election in 2017. While it
retained seven seats in the House of
Commons, which it will as usual continue
to boycott, the result indicates that a
significant segment of the nationalist
population is losing patience with the
party’s negative approach.
There was also evidence that unionist
voters are beginning to drift way from the
DUP, whose disastrous Brexit policy has
left the party discredited at home and
without any kind of influence at Westminster. The party had the chance to pursue
the kind of soft Brexit that the majority of
people in the North clearly want, but
instead they lined up with the most
hardline Brexiteers in the Conservative
party to sabotage Theresa May’s valiant
efforts to deliver it.

Westminster
election was
not a vote for
united Ireland

T

he results of the Westminster
election in Northern Ireland
provoked a predictable chorus
from commentators claiming it was
a vote for a united Ireland, even though it
was clearly nothing of the kind. To paraphrase Boris Johnson, what the result
actually amounted to was a plea from the

electorate to make Northern Ireland work.
Even the most cursory analysis of the
outcome left little doubt about what the
voters were saying. The only party campaigning for a united Ireland now, with an
early Border poll to pave the way for unity,
was Sinn Féin, and that party was the
biggest loser in the election.

Obviouslesson
The DUP richly deserved the stab in the
back they received from their erstwhile
ally Boris Johnson when he was forced into
a corner by the Irish Government’s
resolute stand. Whether it will teach them
the obvious lesson that their best hope for
the future is to co-operate with the other
parties in the North, and those in the
Republic as well, to make the Belfast
Agreement work, only time will tell.

The big success stories of the election
were the increased support for the SDLP
and the Alliance Party. What was really
striking about the success of Colum
Eastwood in Derry and Claire Hanna in
Belfast was not simply that they won seats
but that they won with such thumping
majorities. The manner in which Eastwood managed to oust Sinn Féin’s Elisha
McCallion by more than 17,000 votes was
a clear statement by the voters of Derry
not just that they want to be represented in
the House of Commons but that they want
politics to work again in the North.
Candidates of all parties reported that
the message from voters on the doorsteps
was that they want to see the institutions at
Stormont restored. The continuing surge
of the Alliance Party, which moved into
third place in terms of vote share, is
another positive sign which indicates a
growing desire to move away from tribal
politics.
The heartening message from the
election was that the bulk of the electorate
in the North want to make politics in the
region work again regardless of whether
their long-term objective is the maintenance of the United Kingdom or the
achievement of a united Ireland. That
places a huge responsibility on all of the
parties to find the compromises necessary
to make the latest round of talks work.
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The DUP richly deserved
the stab in the back they
received from their
erstwhile ally Boris
Johnson when he was
forced into a corner

The prompt move by the Irish and
British governments to get the talks going
as quickly as possible after the election is a
positive sign that both are committed to
making the Belfast Agreement work and
are not going to be sidetracked by fanciful
notions of an early Border poll.
The consensus between Fine Gael and
Fianna Fáil on the issue is hugely important as it sends out a clear signal to all sides
in the North, and to the British government for that matter, that neither of the
big Dáil parties intends to play politics
with such an important issue.
The constructive approach by Fianna
Fáil leader Micheál Martin to the current

talks puts into perspective the attempt by
some of the more junior figures in his party
such as Senator Mark Daly and health
spokesman Stephen Donnelly to play the
green card.
Most of the serious politicians in the
Dáil have long moved on from cliches
about a united Ireland to accepting that
the Belfast Agreement is the best path to
the kind of agreed Ireland that a majority
of people on both sides of the Border want.
It is imperative that the parties in the
North find a way to make that agreement
work again.
Cabinetreshuffle
One potentially destabilising factor could
be the major cabinet reshuffle planned by
Johnson for the new year. The current
Northern Secretary Julian Smith is widely
recognised as the best occupant of the post
for some time and he has put in a huge
effort to create the right atmosphere for
the current talks.
There have been some leaks from
Downing Street suggesting that he is for
the chop for purely internal Conservative
party reasons. It would be a real tragedy if
that were to happen at such a critical
juncture, but it would not be the first time
that the welfare of Northern Ireland took
second place to internal wrangling among
the Tories.

Johnson’s U-turn
options have
run out of road
Ronan
McCrea
Opinion
Another British
constitutional crisis
within 12 months is
virtually guaranteed

B

Trump’s acquittal will not
wash away impeachment
Suzanne Lynch
Opinion
Six-page letter to Pelosi on
eve of House vote offered a
window into US president’s
psychological state

A

s Nancy Pelosi brought down the
gavel on the second vote to
impeach President Donald
Trump on Wednesday night, she
silenced a Democratic colleague. With a
glare and a hand gesture the speaker of
the House of Representatives shushed the
congressman who had voiced a solo cheer,
breaching her instructions earlier in the
day that Democrats should maintain a
solemn silence when the vote was announced.
Like all aspects of the impeachment
inquiry, the outcome of Wednesday’s vote
was both carefully stage-managed and
inevitable. Trump has been heading
inexorably towards impeachment since
Pelosi announced the inquiry in September.
Having resisted calls from some more
liberal members of her party to impeach
Trump on foot of the investigation into
Russian interference with the 2016
election, Pelosi chose to pursue impeachment after details of a July phone call
between the president and his Ukrainian
counterpart surfaced. A seasoned political
operator, Pelosi was well aware of the
political dangers, mindful of the boost her
own party received when Bill Clinton, a
Democrat, was impeached. But as she said

on Wednesday, Trump’s “reckless action”
made impeachment necessary. “He gave
us no choice,” she said.
This sense of inevitability will continue
as the process moves to the Senate.
Trump will almost certainly be cleared in
next year’s trial given Republicans’
majority in the upper chamber.
But the inevitability of the outcome
should not make the gravity of the impeachment any less momentous. Trump
has become only the third US president to
be impeached. Even as Trump and his
supporters have dismissed the process as
“impeachment lite”, his behaviour in
recent days suggests that it troubles him.
His six-page letter to Pelosi on the eve of
the vote offered a window into the president’s psychological state. Filled with
inaccuracies, lacking basic presidential
decorum, its tone veered between defiance and self-pity, as the president raged
against what he termed a “coup” and
revealingly spoke about the impact of
impeachment on his family.
Foreigninterference
While Trump’s behaviour in eliciting
foreign interference undoubtedly reaches
the threshold of impeachable conduct, the
process has raised questions about the
suitability of impeachment as a tool to
hold a president accountable.
The authors of the US constitution
included an impeachment clause to guard
against a future monarchical president.
Impeaching a president for “high crimes
and misdemeanours” came with strict
conditions, including the need for a
two-third majority in the Senate to
convict. But even then some saw the
inherent weaknesses of the system.
Alexander Hamilton predicted that
impeachment would “divide” the community “into parties more or less friendly or
inimical to the accused”. He warned that it
would “connect itself with the pre-existing
factions, and will enlist all their animosities, partialities, influence, and interest on
one side or the other”. As a result, the
outcome would be determined by the
“comparative strength of parties, than by

the real demonstrations of innocence or
guilt”.
Impeachment in the age of Trump
shows the limitations of a method of
accountability that depends on the
objective judgment of elected representatives.
A crucial difference between the
Trump and Clinton impeachments is the
increasingly tribal nature of US politics in
2019.
While the Clinton presidency in many
ways spawned the deep partisanship that
has come to characterise American
politics – his clashes with the Republican-controlled House of Representatives
under the command of Newt Gingrich
were infamous – there were glimpses of a
bipartisan consensus.
When Clinton was impeached on
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The process has raised
questions about the
suitability of impeachment
as a tool to hold a president
accountable

December 19th, 1998, dozens of Republicans crossed the aisle to vote against
impeachment, with five Democrats voting
against. Likewise, in the subsequent
senate trial 10 Republicans found Clinton
not guilty of the first article, while five
cleared him on the second count.
Similarly, during the Nixon impeachment, a core group of Republican and
Democrat members of the House judiciary committee began meeting in secret as
the gravity of the Watergate charges
began to emerge.
Since the Trump impeachment inquiry
began there have been no such efforts at
bipartisanship. The unanimous vote by

Republicans against impeachment on
Wednesday night shows how far the
Republican Party has become the party of
Trump – a proposition that would have
been unthinkable four years ago when
many moderate Republicans considered
the prospect of a Trump presidency with
disdain. Even the Republicans who have
already announced they are not running
next year – a position that could theoretically allow them to vote with their conscience – were not persuaded to break
with the president, despite the evidence
that he asked a foreign power to interfere
in an election.
Partisanship
The argument about partisanship is also
likely to be the next battleground as
America braces itself for a contentious
trial in the Senate. Senate majority leader
Mitch McConnell infuriated Democrats
by saying last week that he was not an
impartial juror and would co-ordinate
how the trial is run with the White House.
This has prompted Pelosi to suggest on
Wednesday that she could delay sending
the articles of impeachment to the Senate
until House Democrats get assurances
that the trial will be fair. In particular,
Democrats have said that witnesses
should testify, a proposal opposed by
McConnell who favours a short trial.
While Pelosi’s threat to withhold the
articles is unprecedented, it could give the
House some leverage before it goes to the
Senate where Republicans will have
control of the process given their majority.
In the meantime as Congress squabbles
about the scope and format of the Senate
trial, the impeachment process is unlikely
to change many minds in America. Polls
show very little change in public opinion
since the impeachment hearings began.
With Trump continuing to be a polarising
figure, the forthcoming impeachment
trial is only likely to deepen the divides in
this already divided country.
Suzanne Lynch is Washington Correspondent

oris Johnson’s “get
Brexit done” message
resonated with an
electorate tired of the
endless Brexit drama, and he
now finds himself leading a
government with a very clear
majority. However, the
approach that Johnson has
promised to take to Brexit
virtually guarantees that the
UK will be facing another
dramatic Brexit crisis in 12
months’ time.
Johnson should now be able
to push his withdrawal agreement through parliament,
thus ensuring that the UK
leaves the EU by the end of
January.
Under the withdrawal
agreement once the UK leaves
the EU it will enter a transition
phase during which the UK
will have no votes in EU
institutions but EU law will
continue to apply, the UK will
continue to pay into the EU
budget and will retain access
to the EU single market.
This transition period lasts
until December 2020, and can
be extended once by mutual
agreement between the EU
and UK.
The problem is that Johnson
has repeatedly sworn not to
seek such an extension. Trade
experts are unanimous that
there is no time to conclude a
significant trade agreement
between the EU and UK before
December.
Tradedeal
This means that the very policy
designed to win the support of
voters who were tired of the
endless series of Brexit crises
could mean that the UK could
be facing a crisis in 12 months’
time as the end of the transition period approaches with
no replacement trade deal in
place.
Would this necessarily be a
problem? After all, one of the
lessons learned by commentators such as myself, who feared
that insisting on the backstop
would lead to a no-deal Brexit,
was that there was no
volte-face too shameless or too
dramatic for Johnson.
If he was willing to break all
his promises to the DUP will he
not inevitably be willing to
seek an extension to the
transition period if by December the UK is faced with the
potential chaos of crashing out
of the single market with no
replacement deal?
The problem is that there
will be several factors at work
in 2020 that will make it
difficult for Johnson to pull off
the kind of dramatic U-turn he
pulled off in reaching an
agreement with the EU in
October.
It will not be possible for
Johnson to wait until just
before the UK crashes out and
then pressurise his colleagues
into agreeing an extension.
The withdrawal agreement
between the UK and the EU

that allows an extension of the
transition period specifies that
this extension must be requested before July 1st.
Up until February British
politics will be focused on
ratification of the withdrawal
agreement and leaving the EU.
Once that is over Johnson will
have only a few months to
prevail upon his colleagues to
abandon their clear pledge not
to extend the transition
period.
Given the retirement or
resignation of a large number
of moderate Tory MPs, the
post-election Conservative
parliamentary party will have
a much more hardline stance
on Brexit.
Hardliners
Moreover, Johnson will have
to persuade these hardliners to
abandon their manifesto
promise not to seek an extension at a time when the
consequences of crashing out
will still be a comfortable six
months into the future.
If, having put off the hard
decision, Johnson seeks a
last-minute extension in
December it is not clear that
the EU is legally capable of
agreeing to it at that stage.
The power to give the UK an
arrangement such as the
transition phase came from
article 50, which gives the EU
great flexibility to construct
novel arrangements with a
member state that is in the
process of departing.
However, once the UK
leaves the EU and enters the
transition phase it is no longer
a member state so article 50 is
no longer available to the
union.
This means that if the UK
misses the July 1st deadline to
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Once Brexit
has taken
place The heat may
go out of the issue
freeing Johnson to
break his ‘no
extension’ promise
ask for an extension the EU
may lack the legal power to
grant an extension even if it
wanted to.
Matters are not entirely
hopeless. With a large majority Johnson is free to ignore the
most hardline Tory Brexiteers.
Once Brexit has taken place,
the heat may go out of the
issue, freeing Johnson to break
his “no extension” promise.
Legallydubiousextension
If it goes down to the wire the
EU 27 may also be willing to
grant a legally dubious extension, and hope the European
Court would not dare to cause
chaos by striking it down.
Finally, there is perhaps
time to conclude a very limited
trade agreement before
December, but such an
agreement would be so limited
that it would be similar in
economic impact to a no-deal
Brexit.
The one thing that is certain
is that, no matter what Johnson claims, Brexit will most
certainly not be “done” by the
end of January.
Ronan McCrea is professor of
constitutional and European
law at University College
London

